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Abdus
Rujubali

A Financial Services & Investment Banking professional, majoring in
Business & Finance as well as Economics, with more than 22 years of
industry experience, having worked for a number of top financial
institutions in various locations globally, namely Lehman Brothers,
Standard Chartered Bank & Barclays Capital in London, New York, Tokyo
and Singapore.
Strong technical expertise in various traditional investment banking
products as well as front to back operations knowledge, a keen
supporter and advocator of new technologies and innovations (like
Blockchain) that can be used in the financial markets which will enable
financial inclusion and create more financial equality.

Addy Crezee

Bitcoin/Blockchain Enthusiast since 2013. 2014 has become the year of
changes when I entered the doors of CoinTelegraph. I was working as
the CMO and tried to show my best in developing growth, sales and
marketing.
In August 2015 I founded my own project Investors' Angel - Blockchain
Investments Consultancy agency. Investors' Angel has helped to raise
$800k for Blockchain-oriented startups up to this moment.
Since August 2016 I have become the CEO at Blockshow by
Cointelegraph focused on creating an international platform for
founders to showcase their Blockchain solutions.

Adrian Yeow

Dr. Adrian Yeow is currently a Senior Lecturer at School of Business,
Singapore University of Social Sciences (SUSS) where he teaches
Accounting Information Systems and Accounting Analytics courses for
the full-time Accounting programme. He earned his Ph.D. from R.H.
Smith School of Business, University of Maryland, College Park in 2008.
Adrian's research and consulting work focuses on the implementation
and use of business systems in accounting, healthcare, and financial
settings. Most recently he has been involved in various projects in
Singapore and Indonesia. Adrian has also taught senior executives in
various master and customized courses in SUSS and NTU.

Andras
Kristof

Andras is an entrepreneur and investor living in Singapore. He built the
technology behind viki.com, Singapore's largest exit so far. He has been
involved in blockchain development since 2013.
He founded Tembusu Systems, deployed the first bitcoin vending
machine in early 2014, then forked Ripple and built a distributed asset
management system.
Currently he is working on yojee.com, a collaborative economy /
logistics company, utilizing Ethereum. He is active in the blockchain
community providing technical advice for projects working on smart
contracts on ethereum.

Andrea Liu

Andrea is a supporter and pioneer of social entrepreneurship,
continuous education, and empowering women in business as well as a
natural explorer of newly disrupting technologies. She is a serial
entrepreneur who successfully cofounded social enterprise LOHAUS,
business consulting company ICT Learning and China Business Events, a
community organization.
Her latest discovery is blockchain. Her smooth transition from social
entrepreneurship to cofounding Genaro and acting as COO is the
reflection of her ambitious plans, helping and empowering her friends
and community, and enabling technology and women to fuse to make a
difference.

Andy Tian

Andy is the CEO and co-founder of Asia Innovations Group (AIG), a
leading mobile social entertainment group in Asia. Previously, Andy was
the General Manager of Zynga China, where he led Zynga’s expansion in
China and built many global top 10 games. AIG is launching the world’s
first Virtual Gifting Protocol, Gifto, based on Uplive’s successful revenue
model of virtual gifting. As a decentralized protocol for content creators,
Gifto aims to empower the creative worldwide to reduce their
dependence on centralized platforms and monetize directly from their
fanbase on any content platforms.

Anson Zeall

Anson Zeall is a seasoned blockchain and fintech entrepreneur. He is the
Co-founder/CEO of CoinPip, a blockchain-based funds settlement service
for businesses and Co-founder/COO of Infocorp Technologies, a
blockchain-based last mile financial inclusion solution provider. Anson is
also the Chairman of ACCESS, Singapore’s Cryptocurrency and
Blockchain Industry Association, and committee member of the
Singapore Fintech Association. He is an instructor of the fintech and
blockchain workshop for Asian Development Bank that helps educate
the various central banks in South East Asia. Anson is an alumnus of
University of New South Wales and Columbia Business School

Audrey Tan

Audrey Joy Tan, CEO, Co-Founder. Angels of Impact funds women led
impact businesses to sustainably alleviate poverty. A.I. now works with 9
women led social enterprises throughout ASEAN to enable funding and
market access. Audrey spent time at Silicon Valley Qik.com, she rallied
product marketing and business development, (acquired by Skype).
Audrey co-founded PlayMoolah, an award winning social enterprise
which educates people of all ages to build a positive relationship to
money, impacting more than 70,000 learners around the world. Audrey
had the privilege of studying technology entrepreneurship at Stanford
University as part of the NUS overseas college program. Co-authored,
Sustainable Impact: How Women Are Key To Ending Poverty. Audrey
was named an Edmund Hillary Fellow, the fellowship recognizes
individuals making contributions to the global impact space.

Benjamin
Soh

Ben is the executive director of Gibraltar Stock Exchange and Gibraltar
Blockchain Exchange, in charge of Asia Pacific business development.
Ben is a serial FinTech entrepreneur and was one of the co- founders of
Broctagon Fintech Group. He is also the vice Chairman of Stellar Partners
Limited, an investment firm focusing on Fintech, Blockchain and
Information Technology sectors.

Bo Shen

Bo Shen cofounded Invictus Innovations Incorporated, the team behind
BitShares. He is also a veteran of the traditional financial industry,
accumulating 12 years of senior management in brokerages, hedge
funds and investment banks.

Bo Wang

Mr. Bo Wang is the founder of Delphy Foundation (delphy.org), a nonprofit organization that creates an open source project for decentralized
prediction market. Bo is a serial entrepreneur in both China and USA,
and was recently the former Co-Founder and VP of Engineering of
Factom, a company that provides blockchain solution for data
management. Prior to Factom, he also founded Bokantech, a mobile
game company, and BokanWisdom, a mobile app development training
company. Bo obtained his B.S in Information Management in Peking
University and his M.S in Information Economics in University of
Michigan.

Bobby Ong

Bobby Ong is the co-founder of CoinGecko, a cryptocurrency data
platform provider with data such as price, trading volume, market
capitalisation, developer & community statistics, and ICO calendar.
CoinGecko was established in April 2014 and is the 3rd largest
cryptocurrency data website in the world with over 13 million monthly
pageviews. Bobby graduated with a degree in Economics from University
College London in 2012.

Brad Chun

Brad Chun is founder and CIO of Shuttle Fund, a digital asset hedge fund,
CEO of Mooti, a digital identity blockchain startup with a self-sovereign
digital identity platform, and co-founder of Moeda, a cooperative bank
payment and lending platform for sustainable investments.
Brad has been active in the blockchain and digital currency space since
2010, and brings both a strong technology and fintech background into
these emerging technologies. He is an angel investor and advisor in
numerous blockchain startups. Previously, Brad has held key roles in
asset management, trading, settlement, and risk at GE Capital, Deutsche
Bank, and Reservoir Capital.

Brit Yonge

Brit Yonge is the Co-founder of Lightyear.io which is enabling low-cost,
high-access and seamless multi-asset transactions via the Stellar
network. Prior to Lightyear.io, Brit worked at Palantir Technologies
where he oversaw the engagements within the government and
financial sector.

Chirdeep
Chhabra

Chirdeep Singh Chhabra is the founder of Ocean Protocol - a
decentralised data exchange protocol to unlock data for AI. Chirdeep is
also the CEO of DEX, a data marketplace enabling trusted data exchange.
Prior to Ocean Protocol and DEX, Chirdeep was the head of Data
Programmes at the Digital Catapult in London. A serial entrepreneur and
investor, Chirdeep has a masters in distributed systems from EPFL
Switzerland and is a Chevening Fellow, CSEL entrepreneurship graduate,
from London Business school in UK.

Chris Miess

Chris Miess was assisting as a financial Advisor for TenX as part of the
financial team during the time period of the Token Sale from May to July
2017.
Before his tenure at TenX, Chris worked for many years in investment
banking at Goldman Sachs in London. He advised FinTech companies on
capital markets and M&A transactions. Amongst his clients was Funding
Circle, a p2p lending unicorn and many other FinTech Companies, banks,
credit card companies and other financial institutions.

Danny Lim

Danny (Wei Xiang) is the CFO, Co-Founder of Pundi X and Pundi-Pundi.
He is also a CGMA, ACMA, PhD in Law, and Serial Entrepreneur.

Daphne Ng

Daphne is the CEO of JEDTrade, a blockchain technology company
focused on trade and supply chain projects in ASEAN. Prior to this, she
has 10 years of corporate banking experience specializing in supply chain
finance and structured commodities. Currently, she lends her domain
expertise on various advisory engagements and is a regular speaker and
trainer on technology applications in the trade and supply chain space.
She is also Head of Inclusion for ACCESS, Exco Member of Singapore
Fintech Association and Supply Chain Asia, Fellow(Fintech) of SUSS and
Knowledge Partner of ITI@SMU.

Darryl Tan

Darryl Tan is currently the CEO and Co-Founder of KYCK!. Darryl
previously held a designation of an Assistant Vice President at DBS
Vickers Securities and was responsible for retail equity dealing and
equity portfolio management. He was also involved in fund raising work
pertaining to two Indonesian listings. Recently, Darryl and his team led
an asset management company, with ownership of Mining, Oil and Gas
(MOG) assets in four countries in Southern Africa. The team was
responsible for monetization, divestment and M&A activities. Currently,
Darryl is also a Founding and Managing Partner of Cleantech Incubator
Lignar Labs and working with VC partners to identify and curate new
Cleantech technologies.

Dave
Appleton

Dave Appleton started programming in 1968 but had to wait until 2014
to be properly introduced to the blockchain. Recently he has become
active in raising awareness of phishing attacks and other scams. He
spent the time in between as a programmer, hardware engineer and
lecturer in Singapore and Malaysia.
Dave is now the lead blockchain developer for HelloGold in Malaysia,
bringing a better means of saving to those not well served by the finance
industry.
HelloGold is the first company to launch an ethereum token backed by
fully allocated investment grade gold.

David
Moskowitz

The CEO and Co-founder of Indorse, David heads the decentralized
professional network powered by ethereum technology. Moskowitz also
heads and co-founded Attores, which enables data & documents to be
shared securely, with full traceability & auditability using smart contracts
& blockchain technology. As a co-organiser of the Bitcoin Singapore
meetup he has been a vocal evangelist for cryptocurrency and
decentralization. Prior to Indorse, David founded ‘Coin Republic,’ the
Singapore based bitcoin brokerage in 2013 and sold it in 2015. With 20
years of experience in product development, marketing and sales, David
serves on the executive board of ACCESS, the Singapore Cryptocurrency
and Blockchain Industry Association. Pre-Blockchain, he was a systems
integrator, helping SME’s set up subscription systems online (SaaS).

Debbie
Watkins

Debbie Watkins has 30 years of experience in technology for financial
inclusion, mobile-enabled products and services, business and strategy
consulting and management. She has lived in Cambodia, Laos, Indonesia,
Bangladesh and Singapore for a total of 14 years, and worked in 20+
additional countries throughout Africa and Asia.

Dejun Qian

Mr. Qian Dejun has 12 years of working experience with IBM. He joined
IBM as a senior sales representative and he is the youngest regional
general manager and in charge of operation, business and government
relations. He is a pioneer in digital assets and is well-experienced in
bitcoin and blockchain technologies. He is the CEO and Founder of BitSE,
and in 2014, the BitSE Blockchain Lab was launched, aiming to promote
blockchain technology and development in the last 3 years. Dejun
graduated from Fudan University with a bachelor degree in Computer
Science.

Diego
Gutierrez

Diego Gutiérrez was one of the pioneers of web development in
Argentina and Latin America back in 1995 and has had a leading role in
fostering Bitcoin technology in Latin America since 2012. He is a cofounder of RSK, the first open source smart contract platform and
payment network powered by Bitcoin, and Koibanx, both companies
aimed to turn the transformative potential of Bitcoin into a reality and at
the service of social transformation. Diego is also one of the founders of
the Argentinean Bitcoin Community. His track record also includes being
part of the founding teams of Clarín Digital, Patagon.com, Internet
Argentina, and Edunexo.

Ding Ding

Dr. Ding Ding is the head of BSc. in Finance Programme in the School of
Business at SUSS, where she has been a faculty member since 2008. She
graduated from Nanyang Technological University with a PhD in
economics and is also a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA). She has rich
experience in teaching economics and finance courses to
undergraduate, post-graduate and MBA students, and she has also
conducted executive training programmes to SMEs owners and senior
management. Recently she has developed and taught the first course in
Financial Technologies and Innovations at SUSS to undergraduate
students. Her research interest lies in the area of financial technology
and digital inclusion, economy of China, and international capital
markets.

Dušan
Stojanović

A "citizen of the world" with a Swedish passport, Dušan was awarded
the prize Business Angel of the Year in Europe in 2013 by EBAN
(European Business Angel Network) after having three positive exits
within a week, which was previously unheard of in the global angel
history. Announced as among FINTECH ASIA 100 Leaders In Asian Fintech
in 2016 after moving in 2014 to Asia. He has worked for more than 20
years within Business Development primarily within Fintech including
payments and Media. Half of the time at GE Capital and Monabanq.com
and the rest with his own ventures/investments. Strong international
network in primarily Silicon Valley, New York, Beijing, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Stockholm, Berlin, London and Paris. Has learnt 6 languages
and as many cultures and working habits.

Eric Yu

CTO of MediShares;
CTO of Zhongtopia, Full Stack Developer, Continual Entrepreneur;
Founder of XinChain.org.
Graduate from Shanghai Jiaotong University.

Ernie Teo

Ernie Teo is an economist by training and specializes in the areas of
game theory and applied microeconomics with an application to high
tech industries. He is currently a research scientist at IBM Center for
Blockchain Innovation where his main research area is in blockchain and
distributed ledgers. Ernie received his PhD in Economics from the
University of New South Wales, Australia. Prior to IBM, he was a
research fellow at the Sim Kee Boon Institute (SKBI) for Financial
Economics
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Eva Foo

and Technology of China (UESTC)
Xcener Blockchain founder and CEO, RYE Laboratory Founder
Take charge of several projects and each profit is over hundreds of
millions.

Francis Tang

Francis Tang is the Founder & CEO of Ziggurat Tech. He is also the
Founder of INK; the initiator of Blockchain Technology and Law
Innovation Research Lab of Xi’an Jiaotong University, a member of
consultative committee of APEC Future College, a Global Shaper with the
World Economic Forum, and senior member of Silk Road Innovative
Design Alliance.

Hannah Yang

Global Project Coordinator of Nebulas, a background in business
development and management consulting projects, wealth
management, 5 years hedge fund trading experience in New York.
Graduated from Northeastern University in Information System
Management and Finance.

Heatherm
Huang

Six years ago, Heatherm designed Talkbox Messenger, one of the first
voice messenger apps, which had 13 million users. His second product
MailTime Email Messenger debuted at the TechCrunch Disrupt, was
awarded as “Best of 2015” by Apple, and just hit over 5 million users this
year. Other than that, Heatherm’s team started an email intelligence
company called Measurable AI, analyzing up to 15 billion anonymous
consumer data.
Heatherm’s experience in both consumer products and big data led to
his latest venture - Measurable Data Token, a decentralized data
exchange economy that rewards users for sharing anonymous data.

Hitters Xu

Hitters Xu is the Nebulas & Antshares (NEO) founder, former founding
leader of Ant Financial's Blockchain Platform and ex-Googler in Search &
Anti-Fraud team. He graduated from Tongji University in Computer
Science and Technology. He is also the first blockchain pioneer in China.
Since 2013, he has founded BitsClub (the first Blockchain/ Bitcoin
innovation community in China), Antshares (the first Blockchain in
China), FBG (the first fund dedicated to Blockchain in China) and Gempay
(the first Bitcoin/Blockchain cross-border payment platform in China). In
2014, he founded the first international blockchain summit in China with
series of influential international blockchain summits.

Ian Myles

Ian graduated from Napier University with a B.Sc. in Industrial Design &
Technology.
Proven Track Record in Commercially Viable Innovation Across Industries
•
Founder of area51.
•
Head of Payments at SingTel, Singapore.
•
Incubated in-house Mobile payments solutions for JPMorgan
Chase, above a bank in Silicon Valley.
•
Funded by Citibank Ventures to build NFC wallets. - m.e.e.p. =
Mobile Exchange Electronic Payments
•
Designed & Built ATM’s for Disney.
•
Designed kids phone from scratch for Disney.
•
Ran advanced concept facility for Motorola in San Francisco.
•
Shipped Motorola’s first 3G products.
•
Design work has won 4 IDSA awards, & several patents.

James Gong

James, the founder of ChainB.com, is well-known for his net name
“Baozou Gongqinwang” (Prince Kung Walking with Rampage).
Graduated from the major of mathematics, James is specialized in IT and
financial securities analysis with many years of working experience in the
field of IT and finance, who has long-engaged in industry study and
investment analysis during his D'Long days. Having been dedicated to
pushing the development of digital currency and blockchain industry
since 2012, he has translated and wrote numerous materials and
whitepapers related to blockchain projects, and authored Blockchain
Society, The Digital Currency, Blockchain—The New Economic Blueprint
and many other books. He has also been involved in the development
and investment of multiple blockchain and digital currency projects, and
founded the professional social media ChainB.com, which has
accumulated a great reputation for him within the blockchain industry.

Jay Zhang

Jay Zhang is the Manager Director, CFO of VeChain.
Before joining VeChain, he worked for PwC China and UK, Deloitte UK
for more than 14 years, with various financial advisory and audit
experience. He used to be the central team manager for financial service
industries customers in China and UK, including of HSBD, DB, Lloyds, AIG,
AIA, AXA, CPIC, Bank of China, CCB, etc.
After joining VeChain, he helped VeChain to setup comprehensive
financial and organization structure. With his knowledge on accounting,
VeChain also studied and raised accounting solutions around crypto
currency transactions, Token crowd sale activities and blockchain
services. He also contributed to build up solid business aligns
relationships with PwC and DNVGL, which gave VeChain more and more
business exposures.

Jehan Chu

Jehan Chu is a Managing Partner at Kenetic Capital, a Blockchain and
Cryptocurrency investment firm. He is a graduate of Johns Hopkins
University, former front-end developer with over ten years’ experience
in web and enterprise application development, and has been a
cryptocurrency investor since 2013. Jehan founded the Ethereum HK
community (2014), (sponsored by InvestHK), co-Founded the Bitcoin
Association of Hong Kong (2014) and founded the Hyperledger HK
community (2016). Alongside the Hong Kong Monetary Authority Jehan
created the Blockchain: Surge event, serves as co-Chairman of the Hong
Kong Fintech Association Blockchain Committee, is a member of the Asia
Fintech Angels Association, and a Fellow of Singapore University of
Social Sciences.

John Scianna

John Scianna is the Marketing Director for the Qtum Foundation. John
has been following bitcoin since 2012 and has been a miner, journalist,
and worked for several startups including CoinPip and the DC-based
blockchain advocacy group, the Chamber of Digital Commerce.

John-Paul
Thorbjornsen

JP studied aeronautical engineering at university and then completed a
distinguished 10 year career in the Australian Air Force as an officer and
pilot before founding a technology company in 2015. JP has been
passionate about cryptocurrencies since 2013 and spearheads the
blockchain community in Melbourne, Australia. JP leads CanYa, a
blockchain powered marketplace of peer-to-peer services, and is
currently conducting an initial coin offering for the service.

Jonathan
Chou

Jonathan Chou is Co-founder & CEO of Bee Token, Decentralized Airbnb.
Jonathan is a serial entrepreneur, helping out with family businesses
since the age of 15 that were eventually sold to Sun Chemical and 3M.
Previous to Bee Token, Jonathan was a lead at Uber, Security & Fraud
division - managing device tampering and preventing account takeovers
by hackers. Jonathan has been passionate about cryptocurrency since
2012 and has a strong interest in applications of technology involving
the real world application layer such as Airbnb and Uber.

Joseph Lubin

Joseph Lubin is a Canadian entrepreneur and a co-founder of blockchain
computing platform Ethereum, a decentralized application platform
incorporating a virtual machine that executes peer-to-peer contracts
paid for via micropayments of the cryptocurrency ether. He is the
founder of Consensus Systems, a Brooklyn-based software studio
building decentralized applications.
Joe graduated from Princeton with a degree in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. He worked in the Princeton Robotics Lab, at
tomandandy music developing an autonomous music composition tool,
and at private research firm Vision Applications Inc. building
autonomous mobile robots.

Joseph Wang

Dr. Joseph Wang is chief scientist of Bitquant Research Laboratories,
a Hong Kong-based financial technology research laboratory. Bitquant
does research and consulting in crypto hedge funds, and ICO's, doing
small high technology lending, Africa trading, digital currency
derivatives, blockchain, and financial regulation.
Dr. Wang holds doctorate in computational astrophysics from the
University of Texas at Austin and a bachelors of physics from MIT.
Before leaving to focus on promoting entrepreneurship and new
technology, he worked as vice-president in the quantitative research
division of JPMorgan both in Hong Kong and at its corporate
headquarters in New York City.

Juan Llanos

Juan is an international thought leader in strategy, operational
excellence and leadership in the anti-money laundering and regulatory
compliance domains, and has been recognized as a pioneer in the
development of compliance and risk management best practices for the
money transfer industry and the emerging Bitcoin and Blockchain
industries.
He is a mentor and advisor at various crypto-currency and technology
start-ups, and writes about risk and virtual currencies in his blog. He has
served as a member of the Bitcoin Foundation's Regulatory Affairs and
Education Committees, co-Chair of DATA’s AML Working Group, COALA
Global’s Regulatory Oversight Working Group and Wall Street Blockchain
Alliance’s Advisory Board.
Juan was EVP of Strategic Partnerships and Chief Transparency Officer at
Bitreserve.org (today, Uphold), EVP of Business Development and
Special AML/CFT Advisor for blockchain analytics startup Skry (formerly,
Coinalytics), and Senior Advisor to OneWorldIdentity. In 2016, he
founded startup fund and incubator MultipleStartups, and recently
joined ConsenSys as FinTech & RegTech Lead to develop compliance and
risk management solutions on the Ethereum blockchain.

Jupe Tan

Jupe joined Plug & Play in 2008 and is currently responsible for Asia
Pacific operations with a focus on Southeast Asia. This includes
developing strategic public and private sector partnerships for corporate
innovation, startup accelerator and investment programs. In Silicon
Valley, Jupe oversees programs for international startups.
Prior to Plug and Play, Jupe worked for National University of Singapore
(NUS) in various appointments and last served as Program Director of
NUS College in Silicon Valley.
Jupe holds a BA in Economics from National University of Singapore.

Justin
Newton

Justin Newton is an early Internet pioneer and technology startup
veteran. His last four companies: AboveNet, NetZero/United Online,
Demand Media and Blackline Systems have all exited with $1 Billion +
IPOs.
Justin is currently the founder and CEO of Netki
(https://www.netki.com), a Los Angeles based financial technology
company. Their flagship Digital Identity product helps companies
operating on public and private blockchains to meet their identity needs
as they relate to customer onboarding, risk, and compliance. Netki’s
digital identity solutions are part the IBM blockchain ecosystem, Linux
Hyperledger, and PwC Australia's Digital Asset Services.

Kaikai Yang

Kaikai Yang, Co-founder & COO of Energo Labs, initiator of ACTEC ( Asian
Cleantech Entrepreneurs Commu ity). She has worked for Tecent
WeStart , and United Technologies R & D Center, Asia Pacific, Shanghai
and has years of overseas working experience; Yang is also an early
Bitcoin investor, a jazz drummer, with an improvising spirit.

Karen Teoh

Karen is a former litigation lawyer with more than 10 years of
subsequent experience in privately funded startups in the document
management and online platform space. She has built out products
incorporating both hardware and software elements, from proof of
concept to point of sale.
Karen’s strong organisational ability and her skill at getting to speed
quickly while diving in-depth into new spaces, allows the team to bring
high level business cases from strategy to technical execution at scale.

Keith Yong

Keith Yong is the Operations Director of the Litecoin Foundation, a nonprofit organisation based in Singapore and whose objective is to develop
and advance the Litecoin technology.
He is also a former finance executive in local and international banks.

Kok Fai
Phoon

Dr Kok Fai Phoon is Associate Professor in Finance at the School of
Business, Singapore University of Social Sciences (SUSS). He received his
PhD in Finance from Northwestern University. Kok Fai's research
interests focuses on use of technology in portfolio management, wealth
management and risk and complexity of financial products.
In addition to his current position at SUSS, Kok Fai has taught universities
in Singapore and Australia. He also has worked in Investment Banking
and at a sovereign wealth fund in Singapore and as Executive Director at
a Singapore hedge fund.

Larry Liu

As the project leader of Genaro, Larry was once the security engineer in
HP, Silicon Valley and the co-founder of Sendbloom, a Silicon Valley
technology company, after he graduated from Northwestern University,
U.S.A.. He independently developed a digital cross-border transfer wallet
based on the blockchain in 2015 and has rich development and research
experience in fields of blockchain and Artificial Intelligence.

Liz Steininger

Liz Steininger is the CEO/Managing Director of Least Authority in Berlin,
a company supporting people’s right to privacy through security
consulting and building secure solutions. Prior, she managed financing
for Internet freedom projects at the Open Technology Fund. Liz has over
16 years of experience as a Project Manager, Program Manager and
Analyst on numerous tech development projects in both private
companies and public organizations. She holds an M.S. in Management
& Technology from Carlow University (2007) and B.S. in Digital Media
from Drexel University (2001) in the United States of America.

Loi Luu

Loi Luu is a cofounder of KyberNetwork and a researcher working on
cryptocurrencies, smart contract security and distributed consensus
algorithms. He is also a regular invited speaker at Bitcoin and Ethereum
workshops such as DevCon2, EDCON. Loi believes in the force of the
Ethereum and Blockchain technology. Much of his work revolves around
this community. He developed Oyente, the first open-source security
analyzer for Ethereum smart contracts. Loi also cofounded SmartPool,
another open source project which embraces decentralization of mining
pools in existing cryptocurrency. He continues to champion
decentralisation and trustless properties of the Blockchain with
KyberNetwork, taking inspiration and developing value for the
community.

Lu Gan

Founder & CTO of Yuanben. Blockchain expert.Founder of Nokr, a big
data analytics platform. Lenovo Greentea mobile browser tech-lead.
Product manager of Baidu. Experienced in the research area of AI,
computer vision and cryptography.Master of computer science, Fudan
University.

Matthew
Roszak

Matthew Roszak is co-founder and chairman of Bloq, a leading
blockchain enterprise software company. Mr. Roszak is also founding
partner of Tally Capital, a private investment firm focused on digital
assets and blockchain-enabled technology with a portfolio of over 30
investments, including Blockstream, Civic, Factom, Rivetz and Qtum.
Mr. Roszak is a blockchain investor, entrepreneur and advocate. Mr.
Roszak serves as chairman of the Chamber of Digital Commerce, the
world’s largest trade association representing the blockchain industry. In
addition, Mr. Roszak was a producer of the industry’s first ever
documentary, The Rise and Rise of Bitcoin.
Mr. Roszak is a sought after thought leader on blockchain technology,
and has testified as an expert before US Congress and spoken at the US
Federal Reserve. Mr. Roszak has presented at TEDX, been featured on
CNBC and quoted in The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg and The
Financial Times.

Matthew Tan

Creator of the leading Blockchain Explorer, API & Analytics Platform Etherscan.io (for Ethereum), Blockscan.com (Counterparty Tech) and
also a Co-Founder of a 20 person internet and web software related
services development company. More than 15 years in the IT industry
with experience in managing, operating and developing technical
solutions for clients from various industries.

Michelle Chia

Michelle Chia is the Chief Product Designer and Co-founder of TBOP Pte
Ltd, a fintech startup focusing on developing and implementing software
solutions for micro finance institutions and organisations working with
the world’s lowest socio-economic level. Prior to founding TBOP,
Michelle has spent over 20 years experience in the info-communication
industry pioneering work in the creation and deployment of value-added
services for telcos, Internet service providers, data center and thirdparty call centers. She has also consulted for startup companies in the
telecom and IT industries and has had considerable experience and
contacts with providers and partners in global markets.

Mike
Kayamori

Inspired by the innovative disruption of blockchain and digital
currencies, Mike co-founded QUOINE in 2014 with Mario. Mike brings
over 22 years of experience in investments, business management, IT
and venture capital across Japan, the United States, India and Southeast
Asia.
Prior to QUOINE, Mike was a Senior Vice President at SoftBank Group,
managing its Asia operations and investments with SingTel and Bharti
Group. He was also the Chief Investment Officer of Gungho Asia, the
creator of Puzzle and Dragons.
Mike holds a Bachelor of Law from the University of Tokyo and an MBA
from Harvard Business School.

Miro Pavletic

Miro is an experienced Finance and Telco leader with over 20 years of
strategic experience. Miro moved on to C-SAM, a pioneer in secure
mobile transactions technology as Country Manager (acquired by
Mastercard), building digital wallets for clients including TD Bank,
President’s Choice Financial and Canadian Tire Financial Services. Miro
also ran the Foreign Exchange and international remittance program for
CIBC Capital Markets building and deploying white labelled multicurrency platforms.
Miro is now Co-Founder and CEO of STACK, an alternative to traditional
banking that allows you to store your money safely, access it instantly
and transact with it anywhere, in any currency, right from your
smartphone.

Nina Zhou

Nina Zhou is a Partner at CreditEase Fintech Fund, focusing on
opportunities in the broader fintech space both in China as well as
overseas. The direct investment fund thus far has made nine
investments spanning across lending, big data, insurance to capital
markets.
Nina brings with her a unique set of experiences and perspectives in
finance and technology spanning across developed and emerging
markets. Prior to joining CreditEase, she was a finanical institutions
investment banker with investment, M&A and capital markets
transaction experience totalling more than $80bn. She has led
transactions across key financial centers, including New York, London,
Seoul, Tokyo, and Hong Kong.
Nina graduatd from New York University.

Nizam Ismail

Nizam Ismail is a Partner and Head of the Financial Services Practice of
RHTLaw Taylor Wessing in Singapore.
He is also Co-Founder of RHT Compliance Solutions, a dedicated
regulatory compliance consultancy based in Singapore, Malaysia and
Indonesia.
Nizam draws upon his previous regulatory experience as Deputy Director
and Head of the Market Conduct Policy Division of the Monetary
Authority of Singapore, his compliance background as Head of
Compliance for Southeast Asia at Lehman Brothers and Morgan Stanley,
and his legal background as Deputy Public Prosecutor/State Counsel at
the Commercial Affairs Department and Senior Legal Counsel at
Citigroup, to help cryptocurrency and Blockchain companies and
financial institutions in Southeast Asia with various legal and regulatory
compliance issues, and to also design practical and risk-focused
compliance programs.

Nydia Zhang

Nydia Zhang is the co-founder and chairman of Social Alpha Foundation,
a non-profit grant-making organization that provides funding to people
and projects using Blockchain for social welfare with a focus on public
health, education, and environment as areas of urgent need.
Nydia Zhang is a cryptocurrency investor and Blockchainenthusiast. A
graduate of University of Washington and former Sales Executive at
Massimo de Carlo, she is a member of The Fintech Association of Hong
Kong and also sits on the Global Patrons Board of San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art.

Patrick Dai

Patrick Dai is one of China's foremost blockchain thought leaders and
the founder of the Qtum Project. Patrick was recently selected as Forbes
China's 30 under 30 for his contributions in consumer technology.
Patrick is a PhD dropout from Chinese Academy of Sciences and
previously worked at Alibaba.

Paul
Kittiwongsun
thorn

Paul is the co-founder and CPO of TenX, a Singapore based FinTech
company, which has developed a technology that makes
cryptocurrencies spendable anytime anywhere and has recently raised
USD $80 million in its initial token sale.
He has a background in human-computer interaction and part of
teaching team of ME310 Design & Innovation course at Stanford
University bringing innovation to top companies like NASA, Deutsche
bank, etc.
Paul is a frequently invited speaker at global Tech/FinTech events as well
as a regular commentator in the media on current blockchain trends, the
future of cryptocurrency and best ICO practices.

Paul Schulte

Paul Schulte is the founder and editor of Schulte Research, a company
does research on banks, financial technology, bank algorithms and credit
algorithms. He is a senior fellow at Tufts University, HKUST and SUSS in
Singapore. His clients include some of the largest hedge funds globally.
He works with several banks and insurance companies in Asia as well as
two of the sovereign wealth funds. He has a 25 year career in looking at
financials. He is an advisor to IOSCO, the HKMA, the Malaysian SFC as
well as the Thai SEC. He recently conducted a one week seminar for 55
Asian regulators on financial technology through the Asian Development
Bank. His latest book is: "The Next Revolution in our Credit-Driven
Economy: The Advent of Financial Technology." His upcoming book is
"HANDBOOK OF BLOCKCHAIN, DIGITAL FINANCE, AND INCLUSION ", in
conjunction with SUSS. He focuses on research on AI, the internet of
things as well as Insurtech in China.

Pavel Bains

Pavel Bains is the CEO of Bluzelle - the decentralized database for dApps.
Pavel is a World Economic Forum Tech Pioneer. Pavel is an expert in
digital media having worked with Disney, Microsoft, Warners Bros,
DreamWorks. Pavel is also a frequent contributor to Forbes, Huffington
Post and Fast Company, writing articles in the areas of finance and
digital media.

Remington
Ong

Remington Ong is a partner at Fenbushi Capital, one of the earliest and
most active blockchain-focused venture capital firms, investing in over
40 leading startups around the world leveraging blockchain technology
to disrupt a wide range of industries. He is also an advisor to BlockAsset,
which provides a range of financial services targeted at the token
economy.
Remington has over 10 years of experience in investment banking and
private equity in China, including as a senior analyst covering Asia TMT
at Merrill Lynch and as a senior consultant at L.E.K. Consulting. He is also
an experienced entrepreneur whose startups have been accepted into
leading accelerator programs and attracted funding from global VCs.
Remington holds a MBA from INSEAD and a BS in Electrical Engineering
from UCLA.

Richard Levin

Richard B. Levin is the Chair of the Financial Services Technology
(FinTech) and Regulation Practice at Polsinelli PC. His practice focuses on
the representation of early stage and publicly traded companies in the
FinTech industry, including broker-dealers, hedge funds, alternative
trading systems (ATSs), exchanges, peer to peer lending platforms, robo
advisors, crowdfunding portals, and digital currency platforms. He
represents these firms before the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC), the Financial Industry and Regulatory Authority (FINRA). Richard
has represented clients before regulators in Australia, Canada, Hong
Kong, Japan, and the United Kingdom.

Roberto
Capodieci

Working full time in IT since 1988, and playing with Blockchain since
2010, Roberto has been the first to apply this new technology to supply
chain and trade finance. Roberto is now the founder of the Blockchain
Zoo association that provides solutions, consulting, and training in the
Blockchain realm: http://bcz.ooo

Robin Lee

Robin Lee is the co-founder and CEO of HelloGold. HelloGold is a
financial inclusion platform that digitizes and democratizes real assets
starting with gold fractional ownership. HelloGold enables mass market
consumers to access micro savings in investment grade gold through a
mobile app.
Robin was the former CFO of the World Gold Council where he was also
the principal accounting officer for the world’s largest gold ETF with
US$30b in AUM. He was previously a consultant at the Boston
Consulting Group and a regulator at the Securities Commission Malaysia.
He qualified as chartered accountant with KPMG UK and is a graduate
from the University of Oxford.

Roland Sun

Mr. Roland is one of the earliest legal experts and researchers of
blockchain and crypto-currency among the Chinese community. He has
been advising a number of investment funds and start-ups that focus on
blockchain and distributed ledger technology, inter alia, Fenbushi
Capital. Being the legal counsel of a series of ICO campaigns, he is quite
active in this new frontier with in-depth understanding on the regulatory
framework in various jurisdictions.

Roy Lai

Roy Lai is the CEO and Co-Founder of InfoCorp Technologies, a Fintech
company that provides the infrastructure to accelerate financial
inclusion to unbanked communities and solve end-to-end supply chain
logistics problems through the use of blockchain technology. He is also a
Senior Research Fellow at the Singapore University of Social Sciences
where he teaches courses on Blockchain Programming and smart
contracts.
A natural innovator in financial technology, Roy was instrumental in
leading the delivery of FAST, a real-time payment network across 14
Singapore banks. Roy has more than 20 years of financial technology
experience with expertise in blockchain technology, investment banking,
foreign exchange trading and inter-bank payments.

Rune
Evensen

Rune is the project's champion directing and supporting the team.
His current position with COSS is CMO and Founder, also referred to as
visionary officer.
He is a business and start-ups consultant, entrepreneur and public
speaker, who founded and co-founded multiple Internet companies
throughout his career, which includes a 18-year experience in the top
field leadership in collaboration with the multinational teams.
Rune's expertise lies in the field of the New Marketing Strategies, sales
and marketing. Rune professionally assists businesses in developing
business plans, in applying market strategies, incorporation and
licensing.

Shaun Djie

Shaun, an alumni of Singapore Management University, joined the
founding team as a co-founder of DigixGlobal and is also the founder and
lead organizer for Ethereum Singapore meetup group - the largest of its
kind in Asia with almost 3,700 members. Having been exposed to
blockchain technology since its early days, he also got involved in writing
a paper for the MTI Smart Nation research on blockchain technology
back in 2015. DigixGlobal, the first company to ever conduct a crowdsale
on the Ethereum blockchain, was also the first company to conduct the
first ever live transaction on Ethereum.

Shawn
O’Connor

Shawn is investing in the future of finance and a lifelong student of the
global economy.
Earlier in his career he worked on bioinformatics software used in the
human genome project, an online ad network with over 100B bids daily,
a data analytics company, and a digital asset exchange with over
$100M/day turnover. Along the way he also worked on a project that
still directs over $40B of retirement funds.

Simon
Cheong

Simon is a blockchain entrepreneur and Founder & CEO of GATCOIN, a
blockchain engineering company focusing on high-speed mass data
blockchain technology for mainstream corporations. Simon is a
blockchain advocate and frequent guest speaker at Fintech events.
Prior to founding GATCOIN, Simon worked as a professional lawyer. He
served as Partner with Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton LLP, a Los
Angeles law firm, and as Senior Counsel for the World Bank Group's
International Finance Corporation.
Simon holds a Bachelor of Economics and Bachelor of Laws from the
University of Sydney. He is also admitted to the bars of Hong Kong, New
York, England and NSW Australia.

Simon Lim

Simon is co-founder and CEO of Aurelia Pay, an Asia focused cross
border payment service provider.
Before becoming a start-up entrepreneur, Simon worked with
conglomerate including Hewlett Packard and Schlumberger as technical
consultant.
After relocating to Hong Kong, he had extensive hands on experience
from compliance, operation, product development to risk management
with various brokerage houses and start-ups.
Aurelia Pay operates out of Hong Kong and is regulated under Hong
Kong Money Service Operator (MSO).

Swee-Won
Lo

Swee Won is a lecturer at the School of Business, Singapore University of
Social Sciences. She graduated from Singapore Management University
with a PhD in Information Security & Trust, where her primary research
focus is on multimedia security and she designs and implements
authentication and access control schemes for H.264-encoded video
streams. Her primary research interests also include financial
cryptography, data and/or user security and privacy in blockchain.

Teddy Yip

Teddy has over 7 years in the financial services industry in Canada and is
now Head of Strategy at STACK, a Canadian fintech startup. STACK is a
fee free globally accessible alternative to traditional banking, that allows
you to access your money instantly and transact with it anywhere, in any
currency including crypto. Teddy and the STACK team is committed to
building a solution that is free of borders and barriers. Teddy has an
undergraduate degree in industrial engineering and an MBA from the
University of Toronto.

Thomas
Greco

Thomas Greco is Special Advisor to OmiseGO, the Ethereum fintech
company developing the public Plasma-based OMG network, a fully onchain, currency-agnostic, and massively-scalable decentralized exchange
that will enable seamless trade between fiat currencies and networkbacked currencies.
Thomas also serves as an advisor to the Interchain Foundation
developing Cosmos Network, the Web3 Foundation developing
Polkadot, and has previously served as an advisor to the Ethereum
Foundation.

Toby
Hoenisch

Thrill-seeker, passionate learner of everything learn-able, who makes
impossible possible, Toby started programming at the age of 10 and
hacked the school computer system. Having realized the unlimited
potential of technology, he studied Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence and became a serial entrepreneur & blockchain expert.
Following his mission to bring the massive benefits of blockchain to the
masses and make cryptocurrencies spendable anytime anywhere, he
built COMIT, an inter-blockchain protocol to allow for real-time
transactions across blockchains from any asset to any other and founded
a Singapore based FinTech company TenX. It has raised USD $80 million
in its initial token sale and made it to the top 5 Singapore's best funded
startups in 2017.

Val Ji-hsuan
Yap

Valenzia is the CEO and Founder of PolicyPal, a digital platform that uses
artificial intelligence to simplify and digitise insurance for thousands of
people. Former sales broker at Allianz, Valenzia feels passionately about
making insurance protection simple and accessible to everyone. Upon
graduation, she worked as a Risk Assurance Consultant at PwC in
London. After that, Valenzia went on to become the Assistant Vice
President at OCBC Bank in Singapore. Valenzia who was recently named
to Forbes “30 Under 30” list for Finance and Venture Capital, is a postgraduate with MSc Business Management at Imperial College London
and BA Digital Media at University of the Arts London.

Vansa
Chatikavanij

Vansa has led dynamic teams of engineers, economists and social
scientists to deliver bottom line results in global organizations. Vansa
has extensive experience in South and East Asia emerging markets
including Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, the Maldives, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, Pakistan and Vietnam. In her former role at the World Bank
Group, she led teams to roll out international development programs
worth over US $1 billion, in areas such as finance inclusion,
infrastructure investments, and environmental and social development.
Currently, Vansa serves as an advisor to Loxley Public Company Ltd., and
Sky Visual Imaging Venture. At OmiseGO, she is responsible for ensuring
efficient project delivery, establishment and realization of the long-term
business strategy, business development and partnerships.

Wayne
Wilson

Wayne Wilson has a diverse business background focusing on
technology transfers from greenfield projects, turn around stratergies,
enhancement and implimentations.
Have worked with local and foreign governments and private sector
transfering and placement of strategic technologies to suitable markets.
A key focus area was within telco industry delivering a money
movement system to a predominantly unbanked comunity.
His interest was peaked by this industry and has actively followed digital
banking structures which has spilt into blockchain.
Wayne joined Soarlabs in the course of 2017 as CMO as common
interest and goals are shared and founder and CEO of Typh to integrate
into the Soarlab environment.

Wesley
Harjono

Started his career as Head of Treasury Department at Sinar Mas Bank
upon graduating from G.S Fame Business Institute of Philippines in 2003,
Wesley realized his passion is for entrepreneurship; he then pursued
Master of Business Administration at Fudan University in 2014. Wesley
currently serves as Chief Financial Officer for Gan Konsulindo Group, an
inter-connected network of leading investment companies.

Xiahong Lin

Xiahong Lin, Founder of Bodhi project. Xiahong is an entrepreneur and
software engineer who became interested in Bitcoin in 2011. In 2014,
Xiahong began experimenting with Ethereum smart contracts and now is
working to build decentralized prediction market on Qtum. Previously
Xiahong worked as software engineer at Edmodo, Twitter and Tencent.
He has a Master of Science Degree from Purdue University where he
specialized in Statistical Machine Learning, and Master of Science Degree
in Computer Science from Shanghai Jiao Tong University where he
specialized in Cryptography.

Yinghui Yu

Dr Yu Yinghui is currently Head of DBA (Finance) Programme at
Singapore University of Social Sciences. She has a PhD in Finance, and
before joining SUSS she worked as aderivatives trader with a global
investment bank for eight years. Dr. Yu is experienced in financial
markets and her research interests range from empirical asset pricing,
alternative investments, risk management to financial technologies and
innovations.

Yiseul Cho

Studied at MIT, worked for Facebook and run her own startup in Korea
before moving to London. In London she set up a blockchain R&D lab
which has worked with major card company, investment bank and
remittance startup. From 2016, she worked for HSBC as its 1st
blockchain team focusing on blockchain data analytics. Currently, she
runs the biggest blockchain community group (2200 members) in
London focusing on private blockchain technology, works as partner at
the largest crypto fund in South Korea market and advises multiple
blockchain projects, cryptofunds and enterprises.

Yu Sing Chew

Yu Sing started his fintech career 22 years ago in Visa International, one
of the most innovative fintech company. He went on to senior roles in
DBS, Barclays Capital, and in Private equity before setting up his venture
partner firm. 2 years ago, he decided to focus on fintech by 1) mentoring
and advising Coinpip. 2) Develop and deployed a Shariah Compliant
Microfinance platform (Sugima.id) that provides Indonesia unbanked
with 3 financial products, 3) Lead the Asia arm of a UK insuretech
company RBI Premium and recently, 4) lead investor/ advisor to Vesl, a
pay per invoice trade insurance company. Yu Sing is a member of Access
and a member of SFA.

Yu-Chen
Hung

Dr. Hung Yu-Chen is a lecturer in Marketing in the School of Business at
SUSS. Prior to joining SUSS, she has been a faculty member in the
University of Newcastle, Australia after receiving her PhD from the
National University of Singapore. She has been teaching in executive
program, MBA program and undergraduate program in the areas of
integrated marketing communications, global marketing strategy,
business to business marketing and digital economy. Her research
interests include innovation adoption, consumer behavior and
experiential marketing. Her research has been published in International
Journal of Marketing Research, Journal of Business Research, Journal of
Marketing Management and Australasian Journal of Marketing. She has
conducted consultation and supervision on digital marketing and
branding.

Yue Wang

Dr Wang Yue is now the Head of Visual Communication with Business
Programme and a lecturer in Marketing Programme, School of Business
in SUSS. Dr Wang graduated from National University of Singapore,
School of Business, with a PhD in Marketing. Before that, she received
her Master’s degree in Economics from the NUS Economics Department.
Dr Wang’s research interests include e-commerce and online review
with quantitative modelling methods. Her research work has been
presented in leading international conferences.

Yusho Liu

Yusho is the co-founder and CEO of Coinhako, the leading digital asset
wallet service in Singapore.

Yvonne
Zhang

Yvonne is the co-founder and CEO of Aquifer Institute, a not-for-profit
public company that is developing cutting-edge technology solutions and
protocols for alternative financing and proactive risk management in the
commodities space.
Yvonne has spent 12 years in the commodities markets, trading
physical and derivatives at Australia & New Zealand Banking Group
(ANZ), Societe Generale and Morgan Stanley. She lead the launch of
Metals Products in Asia at Chicago Mercantile Exchange Group, she
contributed to the development of new markets and securities linked to
blockchain and cryptocurrency as a member of the Digitalisation group.

Zann Kwan

Ms. Zann Kwan brings with her 20 years of professional experience in
finance and investments with 4 years in the cryptocurrency space. Ms
Kwan is the co-founder and CEO of Bitcoin Exchange Pte Ltd. She is also
the CFO of InfoCorp Technologies, a FinTech company that harnesses
blockchain technology for financial inclusion.
Previously, Ms Kwan was Vice President with GIC. She started her career
in 1998 in financial audit with Arthur Andersen and KPMG in Singapore
and the United States. Subsequently, she worked in real estate
investment in New York City.
Ms Kwan sits on the board of ACCESS and is also a Fellow of SUSS. Ms
Kwan is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charterholder, Chartered
Accountant (CA, Singapore) and a Fellow of Chartered Certified
Accountant (FCCA).

Zennon
Kapron

Zennon is the Director of Kapronasia, one of Asia’s leading providers of
fintech research and consulting services and a co-founder of MoonShot,
an Asia-focused Cryptocurrency and ICO consultancy. Zennon has been
involved in the financial technology industry for over 20 years. Zennon is
also the author of ‘Chomping at the Bitcoin: The History and Future of
Bitcoin in China’ published by Penguin. Before Kapronasia, Zennon was
the Global Banking Industry Manager for Intel and, prior to Intel, was the
CIO for Citigroup Portugal. He holds a Bachelor’s of Science in Computer
Science from Syracuse University and an MBA from INSEAD.

Zirui Zhang

Zirui Zhang is Director for Asia Pacific business development and
community outreach. She has been actively engaged in the
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology world for over 5 years. She
cares deeply about privacy and internet security, and currently is
working hard to bring Zcash and its revolutionary technology to a wider
audience.

Zuo Zheng

Zuo (Zee) Zheng directs Spacechain, the world's first open source
satellite network which intends to be a decentralized infrastructure that
serves the blockchain industry. The PoC satellite will be launched in Feb
2018.
He serves on the Advisory Committee for the Voice Academy of APEC.
He is a member of the American Mensa Society and a proud alumnus of
Draper University. He holds a Master Degree in Psychology from
Columbia University.

